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About This Content

Christmas comes early this year so get into the right holiday spirit. Spread some love, cook some food, get those presents in time
this year and make sure you share with your friends.

Key Features:

For use in the Challenge and Versus modes only.

Freeze Ray - In case that pesty global warming is trying to ruin your Christmas.
Anger Management Stick - Turn that frown upside down... by smacking somebody with this!
Frostjoy - Now all you need from Santa is a proper throne.
Rolling Pin - Good for baking, if people don't like your pastries, hurl this at them.
Timell's Revenge - The carpenter's best friend!
Hot Frying Pan - As if hitting somebody with a frying pan wouldn't hurt enough, this one's constantly hot!
Grayskull - Any kid's dream present!
Lovestaff - Spread some of that family love!
Deflection Staff 2.0 - New and improved!
Sausage Staff - You guys want sausages, this will give you sausages!
Banner of the Crusade - In case people forget what Christmas is all about.
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I love the concept of a platfomer racer but the controls just aren't there. Great concept and potential, but it's missing that coat of
polish it needs to be a good game.. Great sequel. Had fun and good time playing it with family. Little chicks are cute.. This
game would not be bad at all. It has some interesting, however not so fresh and innovative ideas. It feels like a reskinned PUBG,
but no problem, I love wuxia films, far eastern culture and meele combat, much better than generic machine guns and cars in
PUBG or the cartoonish overhyped Fortnite. But when I played The Swordsmen X as a European I felt that this game is not
aimed at me. It is rather aimed at the Chinese audinece only, which loved and loves PUBG as well. I mean ok, there are English
subtitles and American servers, but usually I cannot connect to it Lag and connection errors are usual experiences for me. Ok,
this is what could change in the future because it is only Early Access.

But it is far more problematic that the swordplay chaotic and mostly based on luck rather than skills of the player. Moreover the
optimization is very poor, and if you are a beginner there aren't any opportunities to practice the not-so-balanced swordfighting.
So every fight is frustrating this way, especially in the late part of the game when only professionals are alive in the safe zone.
The camera view is bad too, that makes the battles even more frustrating.

So I wanted to like this game, beacuse the battle royale and the wuxia are interesting genres, but at its current stat, I cannot
recommend this game anyone outside of China.. It turns Maverick into a Chef 10\/10. I got♥♥♥♥♥♥drunk watching broteam
play this game, bought the game, and laughed at how bad it is, 5 dollars for a good 30 minute laugh is worth it. ok/10 wood
recommend if you want to burn your liver out.. This is your casual hidden object game - and there are many HOB scenes in
there.
I reached the end it in 3+ hours. Got all achievements in the process (they apparently trigger upon completing puzzles - didn't
skip any so I don't know if it affects getting them when skipping)
There's no map but it would be completely useless as there's no going back to any visited place anyway.
Biggest issue, for me, was the interactivity of some objects in some scene that would be turned on after a given action. So, to
make it short, you're in for a lot of scanning the whole screen several times per scene ...

The hint system is new to me : the player must locate light bulbs, in various scenes, which are hint units (one bulb for one hint).
I ended up with 10 or so - and used 3 or 4 hints. Yes, I used hints in some scenes where I gave up scanning the entire screen
again to locate what had become interactive ... I also used one hint in a HOB scene because an object was behind a hat that was
NOT showed as movable when moing the mouse around...

Anyway, it was pleasant enough going there. I experienced no issue playing this game - it was on Win7 64bit.. Okay. I don't
usually write reviews for games, and when I do I spend a pretty hefty amount of time with them. But this? This needs to be
addressed as soon as possible.

This game isn't that good.

It sounds okay in paper, but it fails dramatically in execution. The score system is confusing, the game goes so fast that you can't
react to anything (slo-mo doesn't help) or it goes so slow that you get bored. The amount of blocks spawned is ludicrous, even
for hard rythm games. I can barely see the very transparent powerups in a sea of blocks that spawn out of nowhere. That bar up
there? It's an ammunition bar and not a cooldown bar like I assumed it was. Why not an ammo counter? Why a bar?
The worst part is the song indexing. You need to put your local songs into a specific folder in the local files for the game to
index them and let you play them. Rythm Rush did the same but that game at least has the decency to easily link you to the
correct directory. This one has nothing saying where to go or what to do for local song indexing. I didn't try the streaming
feature, but it sounds like an okay alternative.

Overall, I can say that this is the first musical generation game that I disliked. Please buy something else with your money.
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there's no quit button. I'm Giving it a thumbs up because its really fun and action packed most times... but the only down side is
that theres not many different powers and the level kinda stay the same. Its long but short at the same time. This is good for
getting rid of stress and its fun to cut the boxes and stuff. The only other thing is that I feel like there should be more types of
weapon and powers to use. Thats really it. Other then that its fun in alot of ways for the freedom to cut stuff. The last thing to be
clear is I feel like there should be more cutting motions like a circle or triangle that you can carve into boxes or enemys. Other
Other then that good job devs. Great game. Good story and humor are definetly the things that stand out in this game and only
for that Im recommending this.
On the other hand puzzles are a bit hit n miss.Some puzzles have no logical explanation and you just have to guess wich can be
frustrating and take a lot of time.
Wonderful animation and music.
. The game is very good. I recomanded it. But I want more from this game.
Maybe carrots to grow it in two years or every day bonus or every day "mini" growing apple etc.
I have 200 seeds and all plants, all upgrades.. fun game! Its Cheep, and can keep you invested for hours! you have nothing to
loose if you get this. its not that fun and im not gonna pay 2$ just for 6 maps.. Chakiya surely a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665....That's why I love her so much lol. Relaxing and beautiful, remembers some mobile games
from this category, the atmosphere feels like Prune.. Camera modes are ugly... you get better simulation with free Visual Pinball
and Future Pinball

Tables are boring. Pinball FX2 (or the old Epic Pinball and Silverball games) are much better

You've to go through a registration process with "hardware linked" activations. From game official forum, it looks like you've
got 3 possible activations.

Got it for less than 2€... was not worth more...
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